Caring for your Teka stainless steel sink

Timeless. Elegant. Like fine silver, its beautiful finish gains character with age and use. But this does not mean we can neglect the care of this essential kitchen item. As a rule, stainless steel’s best friend is cold, clean water or a mild detergent solution, applied with a soft sponge, rinsed well and wiped dry. Job done.

Here are some of the products or elements that can damage your sink:

**Bleach/Chlorides**
Bleach/chlorides are found in almost all soaps, detergents and cleaning products and can be damaging to stainless steel. They are water soluble, however, so if you rinse away residues after each use, a weekly scouring is all that is needed to keep your sink looking bright and shiny.

**Scratches**
Like most metallic surfaces, your stainless steel sink will scratch. Don’t worry, these are simply usage marks which will eventually blend into the overall finish of the sink.

**Knives**
Your sink is designed to serve as many things but not as a chopping board. This type of use will cause deep scratches in its surface, and will also blunt your knives. For an additional work area, choose from our wide range of chopping boards.

**Water Quality**
The quality of your water can affect the appearance of your sink. When water has a high iron content, a brown surface stain can form on the sink giving the appearance of rust. Also, in areas with a high concentration of minerals or hard water, a white film may develop on the sink. To combat these problems, we suggest you wipe the sink dry after each use and give it a more thorough clean each week using a recommended abrasive product.

**Foods**
Foods containing high levels of salt should not be allowed to dry on the sink surface. Rinse your sink thoroughly after use.
Titan disposers have the TORQUE MASTER Balanced Griding System - modern permanent magnet motors that are smaller, faster, and more efficient than the old, slow and bulky induction motors. These high speed, high torque motors produce speeds up to 2700 RPM and virtually eliminate jams before they can happen.

Titan is the only disposer with BIO SHEILD, a unique antimicrobial agent permanently molded into 'wet' components of the disposer to eliminate bacteria caused odors. It also inhibits the growth of a wide range of microorganisms.

**MODEL T-660**
- 1/2 Horse power
- Partial sound installation
Price: €205

**MODEL T-560**
- 1/2 Horse power
Price: €185

**MODEL DISAIRSW**
- Air switch for waste disposals
Price: €45

Sink Accessories
Optional sink accessories available. Please contact your kitchen specialist for details.

Teka sinks and taps have built-in peace of mind

Sinks
All Teka sinks come with a 50 year warranty against any failure of the product due to material or manufacturing defects when used in a normal domestic environment.

This brochure represents a cross section of the extensive Teka sink and tap range. To view the full range contact your local kitchens specialist or visit [www.teka.co.uk](http://www.teka.co.uk)
Designer Sinks

**MODEL CLASSIC 1B1D**
- Single Bowl / Single Drainer Reversible Sink
- Dimension: 860 * 500mm
- Bowl: 406 * 406 * 203mm
- Suitable for base unit 50cm

Price: €99

**MODEL STAGE 45B**
- Single Bowl / Single Drainer Reversible Sink
- Dimension: 860 * 500mm
- Bowl: 340 * 400 * 180mm
- Suitable for base unit 45cm

Price: €155

**MODEL STAGE 60B**
- 1 Bowl & 1/2 / Single Drainer (Available in Right or Left)
- Dimension: 1160 * 500mm
- Bowl: 340 * 400 * 180mm
- Small Bowl: 340 * 340 * 180mm
- Suitable for Base Unit 60cm
- Glass prep platform not included in price (optional accessory)

Price: €199

**MODEL CLASSIC MAX 1B1D HANDED**
- Single Bowl / Single Drainer (Available in Right or Left)
- Dimension: 860 * 500mm
- Bowl: 450 * 400 * 200mm
- Suitable for base unit 50cm

Price: €189

**MODEL i-SINK 95 DX**
- With built in touch control electronic tap.
- Price: €859

**Features**
- Touch control for water on/off, temperature control & water flow
- LED display showing flowing water temperature
- Tempered 8mm thick glass top with bevelled edge
- High quality Stainless steel sink
- External Dimensions: 950 * 520 mm
- Bowl Dimensions: 390 * 180 mm
- Suitable for base unit 50cm & above

**Included**
- High spout electronic controlled tap
- CPU Control box
- 31/2” Pop up waste with basket strainers

An innovative concept resulting from the fusion of the sink and the mixer tap. i-Sink, a completely new design consisting of oval black glass, high quality stainless steel, integrated tap & high technology with the addition of the digital touch control function for tap.

Prices on sinks do not include taps. All prices include VAT at 23%.
Round Bowl

MODEL ROUND BOWL ERC
- Inset Single Bowl Sink
- Dimension Overall: 450mm
- Bowl: 385 * 175mm
- Suitable for base unit 60cm
Price: €95

MODEL ROUND DRAINER
- Inset Single Drainer
- Dimension Overall: 450mm
- Bowl: 385 * 28 mm
- Suitable for base unit 60cm
Price: €95

MODEL CENTROVAL 45
- Inset Single Bowl Sink
- Dimension overall 510mm
- Bowl 385 * 184mm
- Suitable for base unit 50cm
Price: €129

MODEL DR771B1D
- Single bowl / Single Drainer Reversible Sink
- Dimension 770 * 500mm
- Bowl 410 * 175mm
- Suitable for base unit 45cm
Price: €139

Prices on sinks do not include taps. All prices include VAT at 23%.
Inset Sinks

MODEL SI-PRINCESS 1 1/2 B 1D
- Bowl & 1/2 Sink and drainer
- Dimensions 1000 * 500mm
- Bowl 340 * 450 * 162mm
- Small Bowl: 185 * 280 * 133mm
- 3 1/2” basket waste
- Suitable for base unit 60cm
Price: €139

MODEL UNIVERSO 1B1D79
- Single bowl / Single Drainer Sink
- Dimensions 790 * 500
- Bowl: 340 * 400 * 170mm
- 3 1/2” Basket Waste
- Suitable for base unit 45cm
Price: €79

MODEL UNIVERSO 2B 1D
- 2 bowl / Single Drainer Sink
- Dimensions 1160 * 500
- Bowl: 340 * 400 * 170mm
- 3 1/2” Basket Waste
- Suitable for base unit 80cm
Price: €189

MODEL UNIVERSO 1B1D86
- Single bowl / Single Drainer Sink
- Dimensions 860 * 500
- Bowl: 340 * 400 * 170mm
- 3 1/2” Basket Waste
- Suitable for base unit 45cm
Price: €95

Prices on sinks do not include taps.
All prices include VAT at 23%.
Inset Sinks

MODEL UNIVERSAL 800X510 REV

- Single Bowl / Single Drainer
- Dimensions 800 * 510mm
- Bowl Dimension 365 * 335 * 140mm
- Waste 3 1/2 inch
- Suitable for base unit 40cm
- Price: €79

MODEL UNIVERSO 1 1/2B 1D

- 2 bowl
- Dimensions 790 * 500
- Bowls: 340 * 400 * 170mm
- 3 1/2" Basket Waste
- Suitable for base unit 80cm
- Price: €79

MODEL 940X490/REV

- Single Bowl / Single Drainer
- Dimensions 940 * 490mm
- Bowl Dimension 400 * 340 * 140mm
- Waste 1 1/2 inch
- Suitable for base unit 45cm
- Price: €69

Standard Inset Sinks

MODEL SI-14513-1 (1TH)  SI-14513-2 (2TH)

- Single Bowl Double Drainer
- Outer dimensions: 1400 x 510mm
- Bowl dimensions: 400 x 340 x 160mm
- Available in single or twin tap holes
- Price: €179.00

MODEL SI-14511-1

- Double Bowl Single Drainer Sink
- Outer dimensions: 1400 x 510mm
- Bowl dimension: 400 x 340 x 160mm
- Available in single or twin tap holes
- Price: €199.00

Prices on sinks do not include taps. All prices include VAT at 23%.
Linea designer Undermounted Sinks

**MODEL LINEA200.400**
- Overall Dimensions - 240 * 400mm
- Bowl Dimensions 200 * 400 * 48mm
- 3 1/2 waste basket
- Suitable for base unit 30cm
Price: €235

**MODEL LINEA340.400**
- Overall Dimensions - 380 * 440mm
- Bowl Dimensions 340 * 400 * 184mm
- 3 1/2" pop up basket waste
- Suitable for base unit 45cm
Price: €299

**MODEL LINEA400.400**
- Overall Dimensions - 440 * 440mm
- Bowl dimension: 400 * 400 * 184mm
- 3 1/2" pop up basket waste
- Suitable for base unit 45cm
Price: €299

**MODEL LINEA550.400**
- Overall Dimensions - 590 * 400mm
- Bowl dimension: 400 * 400 * 184mm
- 3 1/2" pop up basket waste
- Suitable for base unit 60cm
Price: €299

**MODEL 78221 LED**
- Lighting systems for undermounted sinks
  (available for certain models only)
Price: €155

Prices on sinks do not include taps.
All prices include VAT at 23%.
**Undermounted Sinks**

**MODEL BE13.26**
- Overall Dimensions - 132 * 262mm
- Bowl : 130 * 260 * 135mm
- 3 1/2" Basket waste
- Base unit of minimum 40cm
Price: €95

**MODEL BE18.27**
- Overall Dimensions - 182 * 272mm
- Bowl : 180 * 270 * 130mm
- 3 1/2" Basket waste
- Base unit of minimum 40cm
Price: €95

**MODEL BE039**
- Overall Dimensions - 182 * 272mm
- Bowl : 180 * 270 * 130mm
- 3 1/2" Basket waste
- Base unit of minimum 40cm
Price: €129

**MODEL BE28.40 (180)**
- Overall Dimensions - 307 * 433mm
- Bowl : 280 * 406 * 180mm
- 3 1/2" Basket waste
- Base unit of minimum 45cm
Price: €95

**MODEL BE34.45**
- Overall Dimensions - 367 * 484mm
- Bowl : 340 * 450 * 250mm
- 3 1/2" Basket waste
- Base unit of minimum 45cm
Price: €115

**MODEL BE40.40**
- Overall Dimensions - 433 * 433mm
- Bowl : 406 * 406 * 180mm
- 3 1/2" Basket waste
- Base unit of minimum 50cm
Price: €129

**MODEL BE45.40**
- Overall Dimensions - 470 * 420mm
- Bowl : 450 * 40 * 200mm
- 3 1/2" Basket waste
- Base unit of minimum 60cm
Price: €145

**MODEL BE50.40**
- Overall Dimensions - 522 * 422mm
- Bowl : 500 * 400 * 155mm
- 3 1/2" Basket waste
- Base unit of minimum 60cm
Price: €145

**MODEL BE74.43**
- Overall Dimensions - 777 * 482mm
- Bowl : 736 * 431 * 250mm
- 3 1/2" Basket waste
- Base unit of minimum 90cm
Price: €221

*Prices on sinks do not include taps.
All prices include VAT at 23%.*
Double Bowl Undermounted Sinks

**MODEL BE 1.5 625 L / R**
- Overall Dimensions - 624 * 464mm
- 1 bowl - 340 * 400 * 200mm
- Small Bowl 185 * 280 * 120mm
- 3 1/2 Basket waste
- Suitable for base unit 60cm
Price: €259

**MODEL BE 2B 780**
- Overall Dimensions - 780 * 464mm
- 2 Bowls 340 * 400 * 180mm
- 3 1/2 Basket waste
- Suitable for base unit 80cm
Price: €295

**MODEL 610 X 480**
- Dimensions 610 * 480mm
- Bowl & 1/2 undermounted sink
- Bowl dimension 340 * 400 * 150mm
- Small Bowl - 285 * 160 * 120mm
- Suitable for base unit 60cm
Price: €159

Prices on sinks do not include taps. All prices include VAT at 23%.
Enjoy quality water with the new **TEKAPURE** sink mixer.

Remove unpleasant taste, odour and organic impurities thanks to its advanced filter system*.

**Pure taste**

**Without organic impurities**

**User friendly**

**Easy installation**

**Filter suitable for reduced spaces**

**Long life filter (optional)**

1. Left handle to operate the filtered water.
2. Right handle to operate unfiltered tap water.
3. Two independent waterways, one for unfiltered tap water and one for filtered water. This system ensures that the filtered tap water never comes into contact with unfiltered water.

Sink mixer also compatible with most water purification systems.

Price: **€319**

**TEKA FILTER BENEFITS**

- Improves in 95% water taste and odour.
- Removes chlorine taste and organic impurities.
- Filter operative capacity: 5800 litres or 1 year.
- Average water consumption per family of 4 people = 4,380 l/year (3 l/day per person).
- Quick and easy replacement of the cartridge system.
- The filter system takes up very little space under the sink making it suitable to be installed in very reduced spaces.
- Filter cartridge replacement available.
- Filter with NSF sanitary certification.
- System Tested and Certified by NSF International according to ANSI/NSF Standard 42 for reduction of Chlorine Class 1, taste and odour.
Taps

**MODEL OS201**
- Single lever mixer with water purifying system
  - Color: CHROME
  - Price: €319

**MODEL EIDER**
- Dual flow 1/4 turn
  - Color: CHROME
  - Price: €135

**MODEL MF-2**
- Single lever mixer
  - Color: CHROME
  - Price: €43

**MODEL IC 915**
- Single lever designer mixer
  - Color: CHROME
  - Price: €255

**MODEL BARCELONA**
- Dual flow 1/4 turn cruciform
  - Color: CHROME
  - Price: €59

**MODEL PEPPER**
- Designer mixer tap
  - Color: CHROME
  - Price: €155

**MODEL LEON 300**
- Contemporary mono block tap
  - Color: CHROME
  - Price: €155

**MODEL FRAME**
- Contemporary mono block tap
  - Color: CHROME
  - Price: €155

**MODEL ALICANTE**
- Dual flow 1/4 turn cruciform
  - Color: CHROME
  - Price: €155

All prices include VAT at 23%.
Taps

MODEL MED 913
- Sink Mixer tap with Med Handle
  Color: CHROME
  Price: €129

MODEL BOX
- Designer side control tap
  Color: CHROME
  Price: €319

MODEL BOX FLAT
- Designer side control tap
  Color: CHROME
  Price: €319

MODEL ARK 939
- Professional style mixer
  Color: CHROME
  Price: €255

MODEL 985 CUBEX
- Designer 1/4 turn tap
  Color: CHROME
  Price: €319

MODEL FLORENCE
- Old fashioned mixer tap
  Color: CHROME
  Price: €139
  Color: BRONZE
  Price: €159
  Color: PEWTER
  Price: €179

MODEL LS912
- Dual control mixer
  Color: CHROME
  Price: €47

MODEL 470-CP
- Old fashioned mixer tap
  Color: CHROME
  Price: €205
  Color: BRONZE
  Price: €205

MODEL 700CP
- Mixer tap
  Color: CHROME
  Price: €47